Structural basis for human PRDM9 action at recombination hot spots
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The multidomain zinc finger (ZnF) protein PRDM9 (PRD1–BF1–RIZ1 homologous domain-containing 9) is thought to influence the locations of recombination hot spots during meiosis by sequence-specific DNA binding and trimethylation of histone H3 Lys4. The most common variant of human PRDM9, allele A (hPRDM9A), recognizes the consensus sequence 5′-NCCNCCNTNNCCNCN-3′. We cocrystallized ZnF8–12 of hPRDM9A with an oligonucleotide representing a known hot spot sequence and report the structure here. ZnF12 was not visible, but ZnF8–11, like other ZnF arrays, follows the right-handed twist of the DNA, with the α helices occupying the major groove. Each α helix makes hydrogen-bond (H-bond) contacts with up to four adjacent bases, most of which are purines of the complementary DNA strand. The consensus C:G base pairs H-bond with conserved His or Arg residues in ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11, and the consensus T:A base pair H-bonds with an Asn that replaces His in ZnF10. Most of the variable base pairs (N) also engage in H bonds with the protein. These interactions appear to compensate to some extent for changes from the consensus sequence, implying an adaptability of PRDM9 to sequence variations. We investigated the binding of various alleles of hPRDM9 to different hot spot sequences. Allele C was found to bind a C-specific hot spot with higher affinity than allele A bound A-specific hot spots, perhaps explaining why the former is dominant in A/C heterozygotes. Allele L13 displayed higher affinity for several A-specific sequences, allele L9/L24 displayed lower affinity, and allele L20 displayed an altered sequence preference. These differences can be rationalized structurally and might contribute to the variation observed in the locations and activities of meiotic recombination hot spots.
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In conventional C2H2 ZnF proteins, each finger comprises two β strands and a helix and interacts with three or four adjacent DNA base pairs [Wolfe et al. 2000; Klug 2010], which we term the “triplet element.” Characteristically, two histidines in the helix together with one cysteine in each β strand coordinate a zinc ion, forming a tetrahedral Cys2–Zn–His2 structural unit that confers rigidity to fingers. When bound to DNA, the helix of each ZnF lies in the DNA major groove, and the β strands and the C2–Zn–H2 unit lie on the outside (Fig. 1B). Side chains from specific amino acids within the N-terminal portion of each helix and the preceding loop make major groove contacts with the bases of primarily one DNA strand. The identities of these amino acids are the principle determinants of the DNA sequence recognized (Supplemental Fig. S2a,b; Gupta et al. 2014; Persikov and Singh 2014).

Allele A of hPRDM9 (hPRDM9A) is the most common form of PRDM9, found in ~86% of European and ~50% of African populations [Berg et al. 2010]. The predicted DNA-binding specificity of ZnF8–12 of hPRDM9A matches a five-triplet consensus sequence, NCCNCCNTTNCN, that is enriched in ~40% of recombination hot spots [Myers et al. 2008; Baudat et al. 2010], and an arbitrary negative control that partially overlapped the consensus. The top line indicates the LD-hot spot motif [Myers et al. 2008], which was derived from recombination hot spots that are intrinsically sex- and population-averaged [Pratto et al. 2014]. (D) PRDM9A ZnF(8–12) binds the THE1B hot spot sequence.

Results

Binding affinities

We compared the binding of hPRDM9A ZnF8–12 with three double-stranded oligonucleotides (oligos): a positive control based on an actual hot spot in the THE1B retrotransposon [Myers et al. 2008], a test sequence predicted using the Zinc Finger Consortium Database [Baudat et al. 2010], and an arbitrary negative control that partially overlapped the consensus [Fig. 1C]. Fluorescence polarization was used to measure the dissociation constants ($K_D$) toward these oligos (see the Materials and Methods). ZnF8–12 displayed approximately fivefold higher affinity for the actual hot spot than for the predicted sequence and >70-fold higher affinity than for the negative control [Fig. 1D]. These findings confirm the presumed specificity of ZnF8–12.

Structural investigations

To investigate the molecular mechanism of sequence recognition, we crystallized the ZnF8–12 peptide with oligos...
containing the THE1B hot spot sequence. The oligos were synthesized with a 5′-terminal thymine extension on one strand and a 5′-terminal adenine extension on the other strand (Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. S3). Three structures were solved to a resolution of ∼2 Å in two space groups, P21 and P1 (Supplemental Table S1). These structures were closely similar, with a root mean squared deviation of <1 Å over 98 pairs of Cα atoms. The main differences concerned crystal packing interactions (Supplemental Fig. S4). Here we describe the structure of P21. The DNA molecules were coaxially stacked, with the terminal A and T bases of neighboring DNA molecules pairing to form a pseudo-continuous duplex. ZnF8–12 were used for crystallization, but the last finger, ZnF12, could not be seen in the structure.

ZnF8–11 interacts with DNA exclusively in the DNA major groove (Fig. 1B). Most of the hydrogen-bond (H-bond) contacts are to purine bases (G or A) in the strand that is complementary to the consensus sequence (colored green in Fig. 2A–M). ZnF8 interacts only with bases of the first triplet (NCC). The interactions of the remaining fingers overlap triplets: ZnF9 interacts with triplet 2 and the last base of triplet 1 [C-NCC], ZnF10 interacts with triplet 3 and the last base of triplet 2 (C-NTN), and ZnF11 interacts with triplet 4 and the last base of triplet 3 [N-NCC] (Fig. 2A). The invariant base pairs in the consensus sequence are discriminated by a combination of H-bond patterns and steric complementarity that distinguishes them unambiguously. These involve juxtapositions between guanine and arginine or histidine and between adenine and asparagine (Fig. 2) and serve to define the sequence recognized. Most of the bases at the variable (“N”) positions in the consensus also engage in H bonds with amino acids in our structure. These latter interactions appear to be “versatile” contacts that enhance binding when they can form—as they can with the THE1B sequence—but are not critical to sequence recognition, and do not impair it if they cannot form.

Specific interactions

The convention that we used for numbering nucleotides and amino acids is shown in Figure 2A. Base pairs of the crystallization oligo are numbered 1–20, with the consensus sequence as the “top” strand. The first zinc-coordinating histidine in the α helix of each finger is assigned with triplet 3 and the last base of triplet 2 (C-NTN), and ZnF11 interacts with triplet 4 and the last base of triplet 3 [N-NCC] (Fig. 2A). The invariant base pairs in the consensus sequence are discriminated by a combination of H-bond patterns and steric complementarity that distinguishes them unambiguously. These involve juxtapositions between guanine and arginine or histidine and between adenine and asparagine (Fig. 2) and serve to define the sequence recognized. Most of the bases at the variable (“N”) positions in the consensus also engage in H bonds with amino acids in our structure. These latter interactions appear to be “versatile” contacts that enhance binding when they can form—as they can with the THE1B sequence—but are not critical to sequence recognition, and do not impair it if they cannot form.

Specific interactions

The convention that we used for numbering nucleotides and amino acids is shown in Figure 2A. Base pairs of the crystallization oligo are numbered 1–20, with the consensus sequence as the “top” strand. The first zinc-coordinating histidine in the α helix of each finger is assigned to 5' and 3', respectively. The first two zinc-coordinating histidines in each finger are responsible for Zn2+ ligand binding (bottom connecting lines). Amino acids at positions −1, −4, and −7 (or −8) relative to the first histidine interact specifically with the DNA bases shown below. [B] Comparison of ZnF8–11, ZnF8–12, and ZnF8–13 with oligos containing THE1B hot spot sequence. [P] Comparison of ZnF8–12 with oligos containing unmodified C or 5-methyl-cytosine [M] at the G:C base pair of position 17.
reference position 0. Residues prior to this, at positions –1, –4 and –5, –7, and –8, lie on the inside face of the helix or the preceding loop and form H bonds with the exposed edges of the DNA bases in the major groove. Most of the differences between the ZnFs of PRDM9 involve changes in the residues at just four of these positions (–1, –4, –7, and –8) in Supplemental Fig. S2b [Baudat et al. 2010].

The six invariant C:G base pairs in consensus triplets 1–4 [Fig. 1C] are recognized primarily by H bonds between the guanines and conserved histidine residues at position –4 [Fig. 2C,F,L] or conserved arginine residues at position –1 [Fig. 2D,G,M] of ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11. The terminal Nn1 and Nn2 groups of Arg736, Arg764, and Arg820 donate H bonds to the guanine O6 and N7 atoms [interatomic distances 2.7–3.0 Å], a pattern specific to Gua. Many sequence-specific proteins recognize Gua in this same way as, for example, the Shi endonuclease [recognition sequence: GGGCCN5GGCC], where three of the four guanines in each half-site form identical H bonds with Arg. (The fourth Gua H-bonds with lysine in almost the same manner [Vanamee et al. 2005]). Depending on side chain rotomer conformation, the Nc2 group of His733, His761, and His817 donate one H bond to either guanine O6 or guanine N7 [2.6–2.9 Å], and the adjacent ring Cε1 atom donates a C–H…N or C–H…O-type bond [3.0–3.2 Å] to the other [Horowitz and Triewel 2012]. Due to the locations of the imidazole side chains of these histidines, only guanine can occupy these positions in the consensus sequence without encountering a steric or electrostatic obstruction, a feature that likely contributes to specificity at these positions.

In addition to these interactions, the last base pair of each triplet also H-bonds with a residue in the next finger. Thus, S760 [position –5] of ZnF9 accepts a weak H bond (3.4 Å) from the N4 group of Cyt5 in the preceding triplet, and D786 at position –7 of ZnF10 accepts a similar H bond (3.1 Å) from Cyt8 (Fig. 2D,G). These C:G base pairs each engage in three H bonds, therefore saturating their major groove H-bonding capacities. Cyt14 of triplet 4 might interact in a similar way with N842 or S844 of ZnF12, but the absence of this finger in the structure prevents us from visualizing this juxtaposition [Fig. 2, cf. M and D or G].

Triplet 3 of the consensus sequence [NTN] includes an invariant T:A base pair. In place of His and Arg at positions –4 and –1, with which ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11 specify C:G base pairs, ZnF10 contains Asn [N789 at –4] and Ser [S792 at –1]. The side chain of N789 donates one H bond to adenine N7 and accepts one from adenine N6 [Fig. 2I]. The O4 atom of the partner thymine interacts nonspecifically with water molecules [Fig. 2I]. Juxtaposition of Asn with adenine is a common mechanism for A:T base pair recognition [Luscombe et al. 2001], as occurs, for example, with Asn117 of EcoRI [Kim et al. 1990], Asn185 of EcoRV [Winkler et al. 1993], and Asn140 of PvuII [Cheng et al. 1994].

Due to its short side chain, S792 cannot interact directly with the last base pair of triplet 3 (A:T in our structure). As a result, this base pair is variable, and S792 interacts with Thy11 ambiguously via intermediate water molecules [Fig. 2J]. Like the last base pairs of triplets 1 and 2, its adenine partner also interacts with a residue in the next finger, S816 at position –5 of ZnF11 [Fig. 2J]. Despite complete conservation of Ser at this position in each ZnF, the way in which it interacts with DNA differs from triplet to triplet. Thus, S732 [ZnF8] interacts with guanine, S760 [ZnF9] interacts with cytosine, S788 [ZnF10] interacts with a phosphate, and S816 [ZnF11] interacts with the adenine [Supplemental Fig. S3d]. This “adaptability” stems in part from the ability of serine to act as either an H-bond donor or acceptor or both at the same time.

Non-specific interactions

H bonds are present in our structure between ZnF8–11 and many of the variable base pairs of the consensus sequence, implying adaptability to sequence differences. The non-specific first base pair of consensus triplet 1 [G:C in our structure] engages in two H bonds, with Asn730 [3.0 Å] and Ser732 [2.9 Å] at positions –7 and –5 of ZnF8 [Fig. 2B]. Like serine, asparagine can also act as an H-bond donor or acceptor by rotation of its side chain, explaining how it, too, might accommodate alternative base pairs. The first base pair of triplet 2 [a T:A in our structure] also engages in an H bond, with Asp758 [3.1 Å] at position –7 of ZnF9 [Fig. 2E]. Each of the two non-specific base pairs [the first and the third] of triplet 3 engages in two H bonds: the first [a C:G] with Arg785 [2 × 2.9 Å] at position –8 of ZnF10 and the third [an A:T] with Ser816 [3.0 Å and 3.2 Å] at position –5 of the following finger [Fig. 2H]. The former interaction, with Arg785, is remarkably similar to those between the conserved arginines at position –1 of ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11 that specify the invariant C:G base pairs [see the Discussion]. Finally, the first base pair of triplet 4 [a G:C] engages in a single H bond with Asn814 [3.2 Å] at position –7 of ZnF11 [Fig. 2K].

The missing ZnF12

The peptide ZnF8–12, comprising five fingers, was used for crystallization, but only fingers 8–11 were visible in our structure. The cocrystallization oligo included additional downstream triplets, -ACGTGG-, from the THE1B hot spot with which ZnF12 could have interacted, and these base pairs are clearly visible in the structure [Fig. 1C]. We confirmed that the protein had not degraded during crystallization [Supplemental Fig. S2d] and then measured the binding affinities of ZnF8–11, ZnF8–12, and ZnF8–13 against the THE1B hot spot sequence [Fig. 2O]. The binding affinities of ZnF8–12 and ZnF8–13 were found to be similar, suggesting that ZnF13 does not provide extra binding. In contrast, eliminating ZnF12 caused affinity to drop by a factor of ~12 [Fig. 2O], indicating that ZnF12 interacts favorably with the hot spot sequence and presumably with triplet 5, -ACG. Within triplet 5 is a CpG dinucleotide [Fig. 2A], the canonical site for cytosine methylation in eukaryotic DNA. We repeated the binding assay with an oligo containing 5-methylcytosine in place of cytosine at position 17 in the bottom strand. Binding
affinity remained the same, indicating that it is not affected by such methylation (Fig. 2P). The effect of methylation of the cytosine in the top strand at position 16 was not investigated, since the ZnF12 likely contacts only the bottom strand guanine of this base pair, in much the same way as ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11.

ZnF12 has Arg at position −1, which in ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11, interacts specifically with the guanine of invariant C:G base pairs. Triplet 5 has a G:C base pair at this position instead of C:G, suggesting that binding by ZnF12 might unfavorably juxtapose arginine with cytosine. To investigate this, we replaced G:C base pair 17 with a C:G base pair, in essence to mimic triplets 1, 2, and 4. We measured affinity by binding ZnF8–12 to the 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled THE1B oligo and competitively displacing it with either the unlabeled THE1B (G:C, control) oligo or the reversed (C:G, test) oligo. As anticipated, the latter competed approximately threefold more effectively, indicating that ZnF12 has higher affinity when triplet 5 is ACC than ACG (Supplemental Fig. S2e). Suspecting that the inability to observe ZnF12 in our structure resulted from motion due to the unfavorable proximity of Arg848 and Cyt17, we attempted to cocrystallize ZnF8–12 with the higher-affinity ACC oligo. To our surprise, we were unable to produce crystals with these (Supplemental Fig. S5).

Allelic variants of hPRDM9

The preceding analysis relates to hPRDM9A, the most common European allele and the predominant one in Africa. Allele B differs from A by a serine-to-threonine change, S680T, at position −1 of ZnF6 [Baudat et al. 2010]. This does not affect ZnF8–12, which are responsible for hot spot recognition (Fig. 3A). Eighty-eight percent of hot spots in a heterozygous A/B individual overlapped those in two A/A individuals, which themselves overlapped by 89%, suggesting that PRDM9B does not specify a distinct set of hot spots [Pratto et al. 2014].

PRDM9 allele C is the second most common allele in African populations, with a frequency of 12.8% [Berg et al. 2010, 2011]. In A/C heterozygotes, PRDM9C-specific hot spots are more frequent (56% vs. 44%) and more active than PRDM9A-specific hot spots [Pratto et al. 2014], suggesting partial dominance of allele C, as was observed in mice [Brick et al. 2012]. Allele C differs from A by an arginine-to-serine change, R764S, at position −1 of ZnF9 and by a substitution that replaces ZnF11 with two other fingers, resulting in an extra finger [Fig. 3A; Baudat et al. 2010, Berg et al. 2010, Jeffreys et al. 2013]. We expressed and purified ZnF8–13 of PRDM9C and measured its affinity for oligos containing the C consensus sequence [Motif 1 in Hinch et al. 2011] or the THE1B hot spot (Fig. 3B). We found that its affinity for the C sequence was >10× higher than the affinity of PRDM9A, for the THE1B sequence (Fig. 3C), consistent with the observation that PRDM9C is partially dominant over PRDM9A [Pratto et al. 2014]. PRDM9C, moreover, barely bound the THE1B sequence (Kd > 600× higher), consistent with PRDM9A and PRDM9C acting at entirely different hot spots [Pratto et al. 2014]. PRDM9A also discriminates between the THE1B and C sequences, albeit to a smaller extent (>10×).

Figure 3. The C allele of hPRMD9. (A) hPRMD9 contains a C-terminal tandem ZnF DNA-binding array comprising 13 (alleles A and B) or 14 (allele C) fingers. A single amino acid substitution at ZnF6 resulted in allele B. (B) The allele A-specific sequence (THE1B) [Myers et al. 2008] and allele C-specific sequence (Motif-1) [Hinch et al. 2011] are aligned with each ZnF with amino acids at the −8, −7, −4, and −1 positions. (C,D) Comparison of DNA-binding affinities by PRDM9A [ZnF8–12] and PRDM9C [ZnF8–13] against allele A-specific and allele C-specific sequences. Because PRDM9C binds too tightly against Motif-1 (Kd being lower than probe concentration of 5 nM), we increased NaCl concentration in the binding assays from 300 mM [C] to 350 mM [D].
Allele L20 differs from A by an asparagine-to-histidine change, N789H, at position −4 of ZnF10 (Fig. 4A; Berg et al. 2010). N789 recognizes the T:A base pair in consensuss triplet 3 (Fig. 2I). We found that the N789H variant of ZnF8−12 reduced affinity for the THE1B sequence approximately sixfold (Fig. 4B). Since histidine at −4 of ZnF8, ZnF9, and ZnF11 specifically interacts with guanine (Fig. 2C,F,L), we substituted C:G for T:A in triplet 3 of the THE1B sequence. This change increased affinity greater than twofold for the N789H variant and reduced affinity approximately fivefold for wild-type ZnF8−12 (Fig. 4C), revealing a marked difference in sequence preference between hPRDM9L20 and hPRDM9A.

PRDM9L20 enhances recombination at MSTM1b (Berg et al. 2010), a hot spot on chromosome 1q42.3 (Neumann and Jeffreys 2006). A candidate recognition motif for hPRDM9L20 ("MSTM1b-0") occurs ∼400 base pairs (bp) upstream of the center of crossover [Neumann and Jeffreys 2006]. We identified additional motifs ∼300 bp upstream of MSTM1b-1, and ∼400 bp and ∼500 bp downstream from MSTM1b-2 and MSTM1b-3 in the crossover center (Supplemental Fig. S6a,b). We compared the affinities of ZnF8−12 N789 (hPRDM9A) and H789 (hPRDM9L20) for all four sequences. The two peptides behaved alike, and we found that affinity for the MSTM1b-1 was very much higher than for the other sequences (>25-fold, ∼10-fold, and approximately eightfold, respectively, for MSTM1b-0, MSTM1b-2, and MSTM1b-3) (Supplemental Fig. S6c–f). Our finding that PRDM9A and PRDM9L20 bind these targets with similar affinities sheds little light on how L20 enhances recombination at MSTM1b in vivo or why A/L20 individuals have the highest crossover frequency at the MSTM1b hot spot of all variants examined, including A/A homozygotes [Neumann and Jeffreys 2006; Berg et al. 2010]. We speculate that PRDM9 function might be dosage-sensitive [Baker et al. 2015] and that PRDM9L20 binds MSTM1b best, thereby raising the local concentration, whereas PRDM9A occupies many hot spots and is relatively dilute at this site. However, other allele combinations with reduced DNA-binding affinity, such as A/L9 and A/L24, do have lower crossover activity at MSTM1b, as expected [Berg et al. 2010].

Alleles L9 and L24 differ from allele A by a lysine-to-glutamate (K787E) change at position −6 of ZnF10 (Fig. 4A). L9 and 24 have different, but synonymous, base substitutions and code for the same ZnF array (Berg et al. 2010). K787 juxtaposes the phosphate groups of Cyt7 and Cyt8 in triplet 2 of the hot spot sequence (Supplemental Fig. S3a,d). Changing K787 to a negatively charged residue such as Glu changes an electrostatic attraction into repulsion, and this is expected to reduce binding affinity. We measured the affinity of ZnF8−12 K787E (hPRDM9L9/L24) for a variety of target sequences. Affinity varied from sequence to sequence, but, in every case, K787E had the lowest of all the alleles examined, confirming that this mutation is indeed deleterious (Fig. 4B–E; Supplemental Fig. S6c–f). Of the sequences examined, K787E exhibited the highest affinity for MSTM1b-1 (Fig. 4D).

MSTM1a, a recombination hot spot neighboring MSTM1b, was reported to be active only in A/L9 and A/L24 individuals [who have similar level of activity at the MSTM1b] (Berg et al. 2010) and not in those carrying, for example, A/L20 or A/A. Contrary to our expectation, K787E (hPRDM9L9/L24) bound the putative MSTM1a hot spot with fivefold to 10-fold lower affinity than ZnF8−12 N789 (hPRDM9A) and H789 (hPRDM9L20) (Fig. 4E), again shedding little light on the in vivo situation (Berg et al. 2010). It is possible that K787E localizes preferentially to MSTM1b, resulting in spillover to MSTM1a, a

Figure 4. The non-A alleles of hPRDM9. (A) From hPRDM9A, a single amino acid substitution at ZnF10 and ZnF11 resulted in alleles L9/L24, L20, or L13, respectively. (B) Comparison of DNA-binding affinities by different alleles (in the context of ZnF8−12) with the oligo containing the hot spot THE1B sequence. (C) A single base pair change at THE1B (from T:A to C:G) resulted in stronger binding by the N789H variant (allele L20). (D,E) Comparison of DNA-binding affinities by different alleles (in the context of ZnF8−12) with oligos containing hot spot sequences (MSTM1a and MSTM1b).
phenomenon observed between adjacent hot spots [Fan et al. 1997; Tiemann-Boege et al. 2006]. It has been suggested that MSTM1a is a “young” hot spot that is yet to leave a significant mark on haplotype diversity [Jeffreys et al. 2005].

The allele L13 differs from allele A by a serine-to-arginine (S813R) change at position –8 of ZnF11 [Fig. 4A]. S813 makes a weak contact (3.5 Å) with a backbone phosphate group in triplet 4 [Supplemental Fig. S3d,f]. Changing S813 to a positively charged residue such as arginine is expected to increase binding affinity and was found to do so modestly for all of the sequences tested [Supplemental Fig. S7].

Discussion

Our results confirm that the ZnF array 8–12 of PRDM9A, the major allelic variant in European and African populations, recognizes the consensus motif 5′-NCCNCFNCCN-3′. The C:G base pairs in this consensus are recognized by conserved histidine residues at position –4 or conserved arginine residues at position –1 of ZnF8, ZnF9, ZnF11, and probably ZnF12. The T:A base pair is recognized by an asparagine at position –4 of ZnF10 that replaces the histidine conserved in the other fingers. These specific Gua–Arg, Gua–His, and Ade–Asn interactions involve hidentact contacts.

Of interest is our finding that, like the invariant bases, many of the variable bases in the THE1B sequence—mainly those at the first position of each triplet—also form H bonds with amino acids. These H bonds are “versatile” in the sense they can arise with some bases but not with others. This implies that the participating amino acids can alter conformation to suit the substrate and, in this way, intimately fit the ZnF array to a variety of different sequences. The Arg–Asp (RD) dipeptide at positions –8 and –7 of ZnF9 and ZnF10 are examples of such adaptability. In ZnF9, D758 conforms to T:A as the first base pair of its triplet (TCC) and H-bonds (3.1 Å) with the adenine in the bottom strand [Fig. 2E], while R757 H-bonds (2.5 Å) with a backbone phosphate group [Supplemental Fig. S3d]. In ZnF10, these same amino acids adopt different conformations and partners [Fig. 2N]. D786 conforms to the last base pair of the previous triplet [Fig. 2G] and, by doing so, makes space for R785 instead to conform to the first base pair of its triplet (CTN) [Fig. 2H]. D786 H-bonds (3.1 Å) with the cytosine in the top strand of triplet 2 (TCC), while R785 forms two H bonds (2× 2.9 Å) with the guanine in the bottom strand of triplet 3 [Fig. 2H]. Other examples of adaptability are also evident in our structure, such as N730 and N814 [Fig. 2B,K] and the four conserved serine residues at position –5 discussed earlier.

Another interesting result concerns the ability of ZnF8–12 [and perhaps other ZnF combinations] to bind to sequences that differ from the consensus at one or more positions without loss of affinity. For example, PRDM9A binds with similar affinity to the THE1B and MSTM1b-1 sequences even though these differ at nine out of 15 base pair positions (five triplets), including the entire triplet 3 (from CTA to TCT) [Fig. 4D]. Except for the two changes in the conserved positions (T-to-C change in the middle of triplet 3 and C-to-A change in the last base pair of triplet 4), all other seven changes are in the variable “N” positions. This might account for the observation that 88% of the variable hot spot sequences differ in at least one position between the genomes of two A/A individuals [Pratto et al. 2014]. Notwithstanding, a single amino acid change at position –4 of ZnF10, from Asn [PRDM9A] to His [PRDM9A,R20], resulted in a switch in DNA sequence preference at the middle base pair of triplet 3 from T:A to C:G [Fig. 4B,C].

Genome-wide recombination initiation maps of individual human males suggest that sequence changes at PRDM9-binding sites explain less than half of the variation in hot spot intensity [Pratto et al. 2014]. Evidently, factors other than DNA sequence affinity must influence crossover activity [Neumann and Jeffreys 2006], factors such as accessibility of binding sites within chromatin, recruitment of additional proteins via the N-terminal putative KRAB domain, or dimerization [Supplemental Fig. S8; Baker et al. 2015]. Further studies of PRDM9 protein–protein interactions [via the KRAB domain], histone methyltransferase at H3K4 [via the PR-SET domain and the yet to be identified reader domain], and sequence-specific DNA binding [via the ZnF array] could lead to a more complete understanding of meiotic recombination and mammalian genome evolution.

Materials and methods

We designed synthetic hPRDM9A ZnF8–13 by optimizing the codon set for Escherichia coli. We generated a GST-tagged construct containing residues 716–857 [pXC1378]. The tag was cleaved, and the ZnF8–12 was crystallized with 20 + 1-bp DNA containing THE1B hot spot sequence. The structure was determined by single anomalous diffraction at a wavelength near the zinc absorption edge. The DNA-binding activities of allele A [wild type], allele L20 [N789H], allele L9/L20 [K787E], allele L13 [S813R], and allele C were assayed by fluorescence polarization.

Protein expression and purification

The cDNA fragments encompassing the C-terminal array of ZnF8–13 [residues 716–893; pXC1377] from hPRDM9A [accession no. Q9NQV7] and ZnF8–14 [residues 716–919; pXC1504] from hPRDM9C were synthesized [Genewitz] and subcloned into pGEX-6p1 vector. PRDM9A ZnF8–12 [residues 716–857; pXC1378] and ZnF8–11 [residues 716–829; pXC1381] were generated by PCR from ZnF8–13 [pXC1377] plasmid DNA. In addition, mutants N789H [pXC1379], K787E [pXC1380], and S813R [pXC1439] of ZnF8–12 were generated using site-directed mutagenesis protocol; mutations were confirmed by sequencing. PRDM9C ZnF8–13 [residues 716–885; pXC1505] was generated by PCR from ZnF8–14 [pXC1504] plasmid DNA. All ZnF proteins were expressed as glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged fusion proteins in E. coli BL21 [DE3] codon plus RIL and purified using the same protocol.

Cells were grown in LB medium at 37°C until the OD600 reached 0.5, when the temperature was lowered to 16°C. The culture was supplemented with 100 µM ZnCl2 and induced by 0.2 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) overnight.
Cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended into lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 700 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 25 µM ZnCl₂, 0.5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF). Cells were lysed by sonication for 8 min with 1 sec on and 2 sec off. Lysate was treated with neutralized polyethyleneimine (Sigma) to a final concentration of 0.1% and clarified by centrifugation. Clear lysed by sonication for 8 min with 1 sec on and 2 sec off. Lysate and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF). Cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended into lysis buffer containing 100 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 25 µM ZnCl₂, 0.5 mM TCEP, and 20 mM reduced glutathione. The GST tag was removed by treating the eluted protein with ~100 µg of Protease protease (purified in-house) overnight at 4°C. Cleaved protein was further purified to homogeneity by ion exchange chromatography on tandem Hitrap Q-SP columns (GE Healthcare). Most of the protein flowed through the Q column onto the SP column, from which it was eluted as a single peak at ~0.8 M NaCl using a linear gradient of NaCl from 0.5 M to 1 M. Finally, the protein was eluted out as a single peak on a Superdex-200 (16/60) column with the same lysis buffer except at 500 mM NaCl.

**Fluorescence-based DNA-binding assay**

DNA binding was performed using a fluorescence polarization assay. Various amounts of ZnF protein was incubated with 10 or 5 nM FAM-labeled dsDNA probe in buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 25 µM ZnCl₂, and 0.5 mM TCEP, with a final volume of 50 µL for 30 min at room temperature. The fluorescence polarization was measured using a Synergy 4 microplate reader (BioTek). Curves were fit individually using the equation \[ [M^*P] = [\text{maximum mP}] \times [C]/(K_D + [C]) \] where mP is millipolarization, and [C] is protein concentration. K_D values were derived from two experimental replicates by fitting the experimental data to the equation in Graphpad prim software (version 6.0).

**Crystallography**

Purified ZnF8–12 was incubated with the dsDNA (Supplemental Fig. S5) at an equimolar ratio to a final concentration of 25 pM on ice in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 25 µM ZnCl₂, and 0.5 mM TCEP. The protein–DNA complex was formed by dialysis against the same buffer components with 250 mM NaCl but without ZnCl₂. The complex was further concentrated up to ~0.6 mM prior to crystallization. An aliquot of protein–DNA complex (0.2 µL) was mixed with an equal volume of mother liquor by Phoenix (Art Robbins Instruments). Good diffracting crystals grew overnight at 16°C with three different DNAs (Supplemental Table S1). The best diffracting crystals were obtained from mother liquor by Phoenix (Art Robbins Instruments). Good diffracting crystals were obtained for data collection were obtained from mother liquor containing 58 µM Bis-Tris propane, 42 µM citric acid (pH 6.0), and 25% [w/v] polyethylene glycol 3500 using hanging drop vapor diffusion method. The crystals were flash-frozen under liquid nitrogen using 20% glycerol as a cryoprotectant.

X-ray diffraction data were collected at the SER-CAT 22-ID beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory). First, a data set at 2.4 Å resolution was collected and processed by HKL2000 (Otwinowski et al. 2003) from a single crystal at wavelength 1.28149 Å (~20 eV above the zinc absorption edge). A total of 794 frames was collected with 1° oscillation, resulting in 98.8% reflections with Bijvoet pairs. The AutoSolve module of PHENIX (Adams et al. 2010) was used for initial crystallographic phasing calculation by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion of zinc signals. The initial electron density revealed clearly visible DNA molecules, and a B-DNA model made by the “make-na server” [http://structure.ucsc.edu/make-na/server.html] was placed into the density. The AutoBuild module of PHENIX built ZnF molecules into the electron density. A higher-resolution data set at 1.92 Å was collected and used for structural refinement. A total of 3568 frames collected from four different crystals, at the wavelength of 1.0 Å with 0.5° oscillation, was scaled and merged using HKL2000. Model refinements were performed using PHENIX, and the model was manually adjusted by COOT (Emsley and Cowtan 2004). ZnF8–12 was also crystallized in complex with two additional DNA sequences (Supplemental Table S1), and data sets were collected at 1.97 and 2.05 Å, respectively, and used for structural refinement. Structure quality was analyzed and validated by the Protein Data Bank (PDB) validation server (Read et al. 2011). Molecular graphics were generated using PyMol (DeLano Scientific, LLC).

**Accession numbers**

The X-ray structures (coordinates and structure factor files) of hPRDM9α ZnF8–12 with bound DNA have been submitted to PDB under accession numbers 5EGB (P2₁ space group), 5EH2, and 5E9P (P1 space group).
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